Abstract

Free publicity – you can’t give it away

It is accepted that a website's credibility is enhanced by the inclusion of comprehensive contact
details. Similarly, the provision of those details is also considered to be a key element in
website usability. However, any resulting gain in credibility or usability is a by-product of their
primary purpose: i.e. to facilitate personal contact between outsider and organization.
Taking advantage of a unique situation in order to evaluate organizations' responses, this
paper utilizes an enquiry that is both authentic (ie not a fabricated scenario) and which seeks
to deliver an un-solicited benefit to the organization.
Deliberately restricting contact to online-only methods, the research evaluates: (a) the ease in
which the author could identify and contact an appropriate person or department, (b) if
received, the nature of the response, and (c) the outcome of the request and time elapsed
between initial contact and outcome. Going beyond simply evaluating the availability of online
contact facilities, this research sought to identify a named recipient and assess each
organization's internal communications by the nature of its response.
The results show that most organizations' websites rely on a generic contact form or email
address and that few include a specific PR or 'press' contact – the targeted recipient.
Furthermore, half of the organizations (many of them global brands) failed to even respond to
the contact – ironic given the targeted recipients. Smaller companies, however, tended to
recognize the opportunity by responding both positively and swiftly.

FREE PUBLICITY: SOMETIMES YOU CAN’T GIVE IT AWAY: AN INVESTIGATION INTO
ORGANIZATIONS' CAPACITY TO FACILITATE AND RESPOND TO E-COMMUNICATION

Research objectives
It is now commonly accepted that an organization's website is an important medium for people
to communicate with that organization. This research considered a number of websites for
their suitability in initiating contact. More specifically, the objectives were:
1

to assess the availability of any contact details on a website

2

to assess the availability of appropriate contact details on a website – or is all contact

routed through a single point of contact (single email address or online form)
3

to assess the quality of response

That the communication was not one that might be considered to be an everyday event tested
each organization’s ability to cope with non–standard communication.

A review of the relevant literature
Both practice and research has established that having prominent contact details is an
essential element in website credibility, with even early writers on effective website design
recognised that any lack of contact information was detrimental to the site (Abraham 1996,
Landis 1995, Wallace 1995). The key issues are those of customer relations and credibility.
Reflecting a marking perspective, Huang et al (2006) suggest that companies should always
consider their customers first, therefore the company website must provide links to
contactable person(s). Jonathon Hall (2002), in his influential paper for the BBC's training
department, listed the 'top 12 sins’ of common website faults features 'not having email
addresses or online forms' at number two. Vorvoreanu (2006) suggests that even the nonprominent placement of contact details is detrimental to relationships. With regard to
credibility, seminal papers from Fogg (1999) and Stanford University (2002) address the issue.
Fogg's ‘web credibility grid’ emphasizes that websites must have the facilities for users to raise
questions and 'receive quick and helpful replies'. The Stanford Web Credibility Research Centre
found that number five in its 'ten guidelines on credibility' was ‘make it easy to contact you’.
More specific to this paper is a comment from the Nielsen Norman Group (2009), stating that;
'if journalists can't find what they're looking for on a website, they might not include that
company in their story'. The same research found that when asked for their top-five reasons
for visiting a website, journalists identified 'locating a PR contact' as number one.
The debated use of email addresses versus online contact forms centres around the
convenience and security offered by forms. Contact forms can be used to collect specific
information (McGovern et al 2002) and at the same time collected data can be saved in tabdelimited databases and saved for future use. Forms can also prevent unwanted emails as
addresses can be harvested from websites and used by spammers.
However, poorly designed forms can defeat the objective of allowing users to contact the
organization quickly and easily. As with much of online marketing, concentration is focussed on

the technical development of contact form development rather than what should be included
as part of the organization’s marketing communications efforts. Focussing on website usability,
Nielsen (2005) found that [online] forms tended to be too big and featuring too many
unnecessary questions and options. A further issue with forms is that if their design is poor,
they are often not accessible to blind and disabled people. The UK’s 1995 Disability
Discrimination Act, Australia’s 2006 Disability Act and the EU’s European Disability Strategy
(2004-2010) are examples of legislation that would all be breached by websites with such
forms.
Not only should contact facilities be easily available, but online customers expect the online
retailers to respond promptly to their inquiries, especially e-mail inquiries (Jun et al 2004, Cai
and Jun 2003). Although the majority of research into email response is customer-contact
orientated, the results are not encouraging. BenchmarkPortal (2005) found that when emailed
51% of small to medium businesses (SMBs) and 41% of large enterprises did not respond at
all. Furthermore, when they did respond, 70% of the SMBs and 61% of large enterprises failed
to do so within 24 hours. Similar results were returned by Transversal’s third annual survey
into customer service (2008) with less than half (46%) of routine customer service questions
emailed to 100 leading organisations being answered adequately, and the average response
time being nearly four days (46 hours). eDigitalResearch and IMRG (2009) found that only
10% of respondents rated retailers' responses to queries as 'excellent'. Research from
Transversal (2008) returned similarly disappointing results (an average response time of 33
hours), but it did find that some companies responded with useful answers within 10 minutes.
Poor response to email inquiries is not limited to on-site email addresses. In an informal paper,
Jenkins (2007) found that when responding to 41 opt-in emails only six actual human replies
were received, three replies were automated messages, six replies bounced and the remaining
26 failed to respond at all. Despite numerous ‘business advice’ in both off- and online
publications encourage a ‘prompt’ response, that period is not yet determined. Net–etiquette
seemingly suggests that 'within 24 hours' as being reasonable, but this fails to take into
account working hours and any potential time–zone differences between sender and replier.
The disparity in off- and online response times might suggest that despite organizations
recognizing the value of the web as a communications medium, it still plays second fiddle to
other forms of contact. The website of UK grocer ASDA, for example, tells visitors that the
customer services phone line is available 14 hours a day but it can take a 'couple of days' to
answer an email (your.asda.com/section-contact-asda [1/6/2010]).

Primary research approach
For this paper, the research was empirical, it being the recording of the results of a practical
exercise. The circumstance was that in the course of writing an academic text-book (Internet
Marketing – a Practical Approach) the author contacted 50 organizations seeking permission to
feature a 'screenshot' of their website within the text. As the book was Internet–related, it was
deemed appropriate that all requests be made only through that medium, accurately

replicating a real–life scenario of a customer or stakeholder using the website to contact an
organization persevering with the Internet as a medium for that communication. Although the
exact wording was personalized for each organization, the email message was essentially the
same for all recipients. That is; permission was being sought for a screenshot of a web page to
be used as an exemplar of good practice (none of the in–text examples present the
organization, brand or product in a negative light). The details or URL of the required page was
included, as was a description of the context in which it was to be used. As not one
organization's website listed what might be considered to be the ‘right’ contact details all
messages were prefixed with a suitable message explaining the purpose of the communication,
why it was sent to that email address, and a request to forward it on to an appropriate person
or department. All communications used the author's 'work' email address (i.e. on a .ac.uk
domain name) to add authenticity1. The selection of organizations, brands or products for the
illustrations within the book was entirely random. There was no attempt to achieve any kind
quota or pre–determined balance in their identification. In many cases the selection was pure
chance – an advert being on TV at the time a relevant aspect of a subject was being written,
for example. Permissions were requested throughout 2008.

Results & discussion
As this research is based on an actual activity details that might have been recorded in a
research project are absent from the results - in particular, the difficulty the author faced in
finding a suitable means of contact on the identified websites. Thus, any comments in this
regard are both intangible and subjective, but the author can confirm that too many
organizations make it difficult to contact them via their website. This situation is compounded
when – as in this instance – the contact is more complex than a 'standard' customer enquiry.
As the probability of receiving a positive response was important to the author (i.e. a response
was required, unlike a research-only exercise where it might only be desired), time was spent
in an effort to identify a suitable respondent. The details shown in table 1 confirm that this was
rarely possible, with 34 of the 50 requests (68%) not being made to named recipients. The
majority of requests for permission were made via generic online contact forms (23/46%) –
the method of communication with dubious usability and (as it transpired) the worst response
rate. That such systems are used more for the benefit of the organization than the website
user is significant in this exercise where the request was away from the norm. Given that the
forms (and generic contact email addresses) are normally designed to meet specific criteria
(e.g. customer complaints, delivery tracking) it is reasonable to assume that the response
rates to such communications will be significantly better than in this case study.
Perhaps the most disappointing result is that 24 of the 50 (48%) contacted organizations failed
to respond in any way to the communication. A further five responded to the initial contact –

1

Note that this may have been misguided as research carried out subsequently by the author (Charlesworth, 2010)
revealed that Americans in particular are somewhat unaware of the nuances of domain name construction outside the
common US suffixes (extensions) of .com, .org, .net and .edu.).

some with automated replies – but communication subsequently broke down. Positive
responses were received from 20 organizations. That 13 (65%) were within 24 hours suggests
that those recipients recognized immediately the potential benefits of the request. Only one
recipient declined the offer, though the individual who replied was a member of the 'customer
resolution team’. The nature of the response suggested [to the author] that the nature of the
request had not been appreciated by an inappropriate respondent (note that the email’s legal
footer prevents the actual message being reproduction in this paper).
Generic contact forms have the worst response rate with 16 of the 23 forms (70%) eliciting no
reply. Generic email addresses fared better with a failure–to–respond rate of 50% (8 of 16),
but the best response rate (64%) came from named contact email addresses. This would
suggest that as far as the initiator of the contact is concerned (the customer/stakeholder) a
named email address is most likely to bring forth a response. However, given that the four
'named contacts' that failed to reply were; a PR manager, a VP Corporate Communications and
two named individuals on press/media web pages this cannot be considered an absolute.
Although the actual size of each organization is not established categorically, it is the case that
some are obviously large or small (e.g. a global brand name or a personal blog). Of the seven
organizations that are easily identifiable as 'small', six replied within two days and all agreed to
permission being granted, suggesting that with small organizations the message arrives at a
responsible person who recognizes the value of the proposition. It is also the case that the
websites of smaller organizations tend to include named email addresses. Conversely, 19
organizations that can be identified as ‘large’ failed to respond to a generic form enquiry,
including the global brand names Amazon, ebay, Expedia, Kelkoo, Kinder Bueno, Nike, PayPal,
Saga and Wrigley. For these organizations it can be reasonably assumed that their
PR/marketing departments would either recognize the opportunity or politely refuse it –
suggesting that the communication from a generic form didn't reach an appropriate person or
department. Having made this assumption, however, of the 13 contacts that can be identified
as being PR or press professionals seven (54%) did not respond – suggesting shortcomings in
these professions. Similarly, of the 35 organizations in e–commerce provision or online trading
that may have benefited from the book's readers contacting them with regard to business or
employment opportunities 22 (63%) failed to respond.
Table one illustrates details of the author's permission requests and the associated responses.

Practical implications and value to organizations
While it is reasonable to conclude that not appearing in an academic textbook is hardly likely
to impact on an organization's turnover, the same might be said of any branding efforts.
Similarly, there is a reasonable argument that a genuine customer who wishes to contact the
organization is more important than an author seeking re-production permission. However, it
is reasonable to expect that in the contemporary business environment organizations should
make it easy for any individual to reach any person or department within that organization.
The take-away for any marketer from this report would be that it is not that difficult to employ

best practice in this respect, but it is easy to get it wrong. Best practice in external
communications have been established over the years that new technology has been employed
– telephones not ringing more than three times and supermarket customers not being obliged
to wait more than a few minutes, for example. But it would appear that Internet–initiated
communication has still to be considered in the same way as more traditional methods of
conversing with customers and other stakeholders. This can perhaps be best summed up by a
more recent case study: As the author is constantly writing content for one book or another,
so seeking permission is an on–going pass-time. It is in seeking permissions for the second
edition of his book with Richard Gay (Online Marketing: a Customer-Led Approach) the author
came across a report published by Edelman (The Social Pulpit; Barack Obama's Social Media
Toolkit, 2009) which addressed Barack Obama's use of social media in his campaign for the US
presidency and thought it would make an excellent case study. An email was sent to the
report's principal author, Monte Lutz – and a positive reply was received within an hour. This
on a Saturday afternoon!

What is Edelman's business? Perhaps it's no coincidence that the

organization that has best recognized the value of being featured in a text book is one the
world's leading public relations firms. And Mr Lutz's job? Senior Vice President, Digital Public
Affairs. Now there is an organization that practices what it preaches.

Table 1 Details of the author's permission requests and the associated responses.
Name

Type of
organization /
purpose of
website

Initial contact
via

Response details:
‘Personal’ or ‘named’ means
that the email address was
that of a person. ‘Generic’
refers to non–personal
addresses such as ‘info@’.

Permission outcome
& total time elapsed
(note that times are
approximate in that
they do not take into
account any time
differences between
sender and receiver).

Alibaba
[alibaba.com]

e–marketplace

Named person
on media
relations
contacts

Reply from named contact
confirming permission with
minor change in text

Positive:
8 days

Amazon
[amazon.com]

Online retailer

Contact form on
‘media room’
web page

No response

None

American
Consumer
Opinion
[acop.com]

Commercial
research

Single personal
email on
contacts page

Reply from Marketing Director

Positive:
Next day

AMWSO
[amwso.co.uk]

Affiliate
marketing
managers
Multichannel
retailer

Generic contact
form

Personal response

Positive:
Next day

Generic contact
form

Positive:
2 days

The Audit
Commission
[audit–
commission.gov.
uk]

UK Government
department

Generic contact
form

Aviation Week
[aviationweek.co
m]

Online portal of
offline magazine

Bebo
[bebo.com]
Birds Barbershop

Social media
website
Barbers

No response

None

Personal response

British Army
[armyjobs.mod.
uk]

Armed Force

Positive:
Next day
Positive – but
declined in view of
cost.

Calm Asylum
[calmasylum.co
m]
Cervēlo Cycles
[cervelo.com]

Online marketing
communications

Generic email
address on
website
(feedback@)
Generic contact
form
Personal email
on web page
Generic form.
Content included
the author's
interpretation of
Crown Copyright
issues (from
opsi.gov.uk) and
requesting
clarification.
Generic email
(talk@) on
website
Generic contact
form

1 Automated response (thank
you …)
2 Personal response from
media Relations manager
1 Automated response (thank
you …)
2 personal response from
‘webmaster’ (your email has
been forwarded to the Media
& Public Affairs department,
who will respond in due
course).
No response

Argos
[argos.co.uk]

Cleanhound
[cleanhound.co
m]

Cycle
manufacturer/ret
ailer
Search engine
specialising in
the cleaning
industry

Named public
relations
manager on
website of
parent company

1. Personal reply giving
named contact at Ministry of
defence Intellectual Property
Rights Dept.
2. Personal response to email
to that contact advising that a
fee of £50 + vat would be
required to use the image.

None

None

No response

None

Reply from company co–
owner

Positive:
Next day

No response

None

Covisint
[covisint.com]

Online
collaboration
platform
Cruise social
media site

name@ from
media contacts
page
Generic contact
form

No response

None

No response

None

Online
auctioneer

Generic form on
media page of
website
Generic contact
form
Contact_press@
from website

No response

None

No response

None

No response

None

Generic address
(press@) on
media page
Named recipient
on generic email
address
Generic contact
form

1 Automated response
(experiencing delays …)
2 Personal reply
Personal response

Positive:
Next day

No response

None

press@ from
contacts list

No response

None

Shopping
comparison site
Confectionery
manufacturer
(promotional
website)
Drinks
manufacturer

Generic contact
form
Generic contact
(kinderinfo@) on
website of
parent company
Webmaster (no
other email
addresses listed)

No response

None

No response

None

None

LEGO [lego.com]

Toy
manufacturer

media@ from
about
us/pressroom

The Luxury
Institute
Mercibouquet
[mercibouquet.c
o.uk]

Social
networking site
Online specialist
directory

Personal response (with
apologies for delay)

Positive:
30 days

MyRide
[myride.com]

Automotive
portal

No response

None

MySpace
[myspace.com]

Social media
website

Non–personal response

Positive:
Next day

NFFC Blog
[nffcblog.com]
Nike [nike.com]

Personal blog

Generic contact
form
Generic email
(support@) on
website of
parent company
Vice president of
corporate
communications,
named on
website of
parent company
Generic contact
form (with
subject criteria)
Personal email
address
Generic contact
form
Generic contact
form
Generic email
(info@) from site
of PEG’s
publisher (Nimis)
Generic contact
form
Generic contact
form

1 Personal response from
webmaster, request
forwarded to relevant dept
(cc’ed)
2 No response, despite my
sending repeat request to
named contact.
1 Personal response advising
email being forwarded to
pertinent department.
2 Personal response from
legal department
No response

Personal response
No response

Positive:
Same day
None

No response

None

Personal reply from person
responsible

Positive:
Next day

No response

None

1. Personal reply from
‘customer service’ advising

Positive:
13 days

Carnival Cruises
[cruiseconnectio
ns.com]
ebay [ebay.com]

e–Rewards [e–
rewards.com]
Expedia
[expedia.com]
Facebook
[facebook.com]

Online market
research
Online travel &
management
site
Social media
website

General Motors
[gm.com]

Car
manufacturers

Healthline
[healthline.com]

Search engine
specialising in
health issues
Online solutions
provider

iPerceptions
[iPerceptions.co
m]
Kelkoo
[kelkoo.com]
Kinder Bueno
[alittlebitofwhaty
oufancy.co.uk]
Jones Soda
[jonessoda.com]

PayPal
[paypal.com]
PEG [business–
select.com]

PinkAuctions
[pinkAactions.tv]
Pizza Hut

Sports and
leisure apparel
Online banking
services
Regional
procurement
portal
Online
auctioneer
Fast food
restaurant

Positive:
Next day

Positive:
Next day

None

Sagazone
[Sagazon.co.uk]

Generic contact
form

Second Life
[secondlife.com]

Social media
website of Saga,
the over–50s
specialist
organization
Online
wholesaler/retail
er
Social media
website

SIMAP
[simap.europa.e
u]

EU public
procurement
portal

Generic email
address listed on
contact page

SurveyMonkey.c
om
[surveymonkey.
com]
Thomson
Holidays

Commercial

Generic contact
form

Travel agency

Tickbox.net
[tickbox.net]

Online research
facilitator

TradeDoubler
[tradedoubler.co
m]
Trulia
[truliablog.com]

Online affiliates
management

Named contact
on media page
of parent
company
Generic email
address (info@)
on website
Named contact
on press
contacts page
Generic (blog)
contact

UBid [ubid.com]
Waitrose
[waitrose.com/bl
og]
Wine Bid
[winebid.com]

Online
auctioneer
Corporate blog
of grocery
retailer
Online
auctioneer

Wowowow
[Wowowow.com]

Social media
website

‘all other
questions’ email
address on
contacts page
[info@]
Generic contact
form

Wrigley’s

Online

Generic contact

Screwfix Direct
[screwfix.com]

Online real
estate search
provider

Generic contact
(online@) on
website
Generic address
(secondlifeuk@)
for PR company
listed in
‘pressroom’ on
website.

pr@ from
website
Press_office@
from website

message passed to marketing
dept
2. After 11 days follow–up
email to CS
3. Email address of marketing
dept provided
4. Address bounced – CS
contacted again
5. Personal address of
member of staff in marketing
dept supplied
6. Reply advising message
forwarded to PR agency
7. Personal response plus hi–
resolution images from PR
agency
No response

None

Personal response from
‘customer resolution team’.

Permission refused.

1 Personal response informing
email forwarded to correct
department
2 Email (from generic
address, licensing@)
requesting actual image to be
used
3 Image forwarded
4 Image forwarded again (11
days later) after no response
1 Personal reply received
including email address for
copyright permission
2 Personal reply received from
contact at that address.
1 Automated response (thank
you …)
2 Automated message to
access web page for reply
1 Reply with correct named
contacts
2 Reply to further contact

None

No response

None

No response

None

1 Response referring to online
press room
2 No further contact despite
repeat message being sent to
email address shown on
response message
No response

None

Personal response

Positive:
Same day

No response

None

1 Response from press@ (“we
thank you for your
comments). This was not
assumed to be permission.
No response

None

Positive:
12 days

Positive:
Next day

Positive:
8 days

None

None

Candystand
[candystand.com
]
50 Cent
[thisis50cent.co
m]

gaming/branding
site

form

Pop star /
community
website

Named ‘press’
contact on the
website of Ning
– the publishers
of the 50 Cent
site

Personal response

Positive:
Same day
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